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D-Pad  - Move 
A      - Jump 
B      - Attack 
Start  - Pause 
Select - No Use 
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   Round 1 - Vietnam ! 
________________________________________ 
                                                                                
After you land your helicopter and get out, start to move to the right. An  
enemy soldier with a knife will jump down from the second tree. After you kill  
him, another enemy soldier wielding a knife will appear from the right. Move to  
the second right on this higher platform and another soldier will jump down.  
Again, another soldier will appear from the higher platform on the boxes. Watch  
the background from here on out. There will be soldiers on the fence throwing  
grenades at you, make sure you avoid these. After jumping over the second set  
of boxes, break the top right box for a gun. Move to the right and another  
soldier will appear on the boxes. 
                                                                                
Around this time, you will notice gun shots rain down from the top left corner  
toward the middle of the screen. This happens randomly, just make sure to avoid  
them. At the next higher platform, you will see a mounted gun behind the fence  



in the background. Blow that up and continue to the right. Another enemy will  
fall from the next tree. Keep going while watching for the mounted guns and  
soldiers in the background with grenades. When you hit the lower platform, you  
will see another enemy jump out of the tree and one more come from the right.  
Continue further to the right for another ground trooper and one coming out of  
the trees. Fall down the hole at the end of this path. 
                                                                                
When you fall down, blow up the mounted guns on the ceiling of the cave to the  
left. Go down the ladder slowly because there is an enemy soldier at the bottom  
of it. Kill him and continue to the right. Kill the two soldiers on the boxes  
and keep moving to the right while watching the mounted guns on the ceiling.  
Kill two more soldiers to the right and fall down the hole at the end of this  
path. Kill the soldier to the left and fall down the hole to the left. Quickly  
kill the soldier to the right. Kill the next couple of soldiers and break the  
top right box on the next set of boxes for another gun upgrade. Move to the  
right and kill the soldier on the platform, jump up them and enter the next  
area.  
                                                                                
Move to the right to fight a tough helicopter. Your best chance is to stand on  
top of the third pillar and just fire upward toward the helicopter. From its  
starting position, it won't hit you. You should be able to kill it before he  
moves again so just keep firing. After he comes down, move to the right. Kill  
the enemies in the background and you will reach a tank. Simply jump over his  
shells he fires and attack the tank until it explodes. Continue to the right  
while avoiding the tanks in the background and break the first box you see for  
another gun upgrade. There will be one ground soldier at the very end after the  
chaos in the background. Kill him and walk off the screen to the right to  
finish this round. 
________________________________________ 
                                                                                
   Round 2 - Praha ! 
________________________________________ 
                                                                                
Move to the right and kill the three soldiers that will drop from the ceiling.  
The top left box on the first set of boxes will contain a gun. Jump onto the  
boxes to continue to the right. Kill a couple more enemies and you will see a  
submarine in the background over the gap. The top will fire a machine gun shot  
towards you and the bottom will fire three cannon shells toward the gap. As you  
go over the boxes, debris will fall from the ceiling so be quick. Continue to  
the right while killing a couple more soldiers. The right most box on the top  
row of boxes will have a gun in it. Fall down the ladder at the end after  
fighting off a few more soldiers. 
                                                                                
Fall down the next ladder to the left and quickly kill the two soldiers here.  
Move to the right while killing a few more enemies. On the second set of boxes,  
the left boxes on the second highest row of boxes will have a gun. Jump up the  
platforms to the right to enter the next area when ready. Kill the soldier  
immediately to the right and break through the boxes to the right. There is a  
gun on top of the boxes if you need it. After you break through the boxes, move  
to the right while killing a few more enemies. Debris will fall as you jump  
onto the next set of boxes. The top right box on this set will also contain a  
gun upgrade. 
                                                                                
Destroy the submarine after the next set of boxes and jump the gap. Move to the  
right and you will face the submarine boss of this stage. Shoot at the two guns  
on the right side of the submarine. Stay on the far right of the screen so the  
left guns won't shoot you. After those guns are gone, shoot at the cannon in  
the middle of the submarine until it explodes. Kill a couple more enemies as  
you move to the right after it's dead and watch the cannons on the ship in the  
background. The top left box of the first set of boxes after the ship has a gun  



upgrade. Continue to the right until you reach another submarine boss, this one  
will have six guns instead of four so be careful. Continue to the right after  
this boss to finish this round. 
________________________________________ 
                                                                                
   Round 3 - Vladivo ! 
________________________________________ 
                                                                                
Go to the right while killing a couple of enemies and watching the guns on the  
ships in the background. Jump onto the higher platform when you reach it and  
then onto the next. Break the top left box for a gun upgrade. Keep moving to  
the right and jump over a gap to reach the higher dock. Break the top left box  
of the second set of boxes to reveal another gun upgrade. Fall down the hole to  
the far right at the end of this path. Move to the left and fall down that  
ladder, quickly kill the soldier at the bottom of it.  
                                                                                
Move to the right for a very tough tank boss. It has two machine guns, one on  
top and one under the cannon, and a cannon that shoots at an arc. Try to get  
the top machine gun first since it will aim right at you. With this down, it's  
a lot easier. If possible, try to get the other machine gun but that one  
doesn't really matter. Stay to the far left and basically keep shooting the  
body of it above the treads until it gets close to you. When it starts to get  
close, fall in the left hole and just duck. Wait for it to turn back and keep  
firing at it. This boss is very tough so be very careful. 
                                                                                
Go to the right after the tank is destroyed and kill two more soldiers. Destroy  
the top left box for an extra life and then climb the platforms to enter the  
next part of this round. Break open the top right box on the first set of boxes  
for a gun upgrade and watch the guns in the background. On the next set of  
platform, climb to the top and break the top left box for a gun upgrade. Keep  
following this path to the far right while killing enemies in the foreground  
and background and you will be all set once you reach the helicopter. 
________________________________________ 
                                                                                
   Round 4 - Colombia ! 
________________________________________ 
                                                                                
This round is all based on a moving train. You will notice guns and enemies in  
the background. Be careful because the background will start to repeat and  
there are a lot of guns in the background toward the end. The best way to avoid  
the guns in the background is to never stop moving. If you keep moving to the  
right, you will never get hit by the cannons unless you jump high as they're  
firing. You will notice a couple of large sentry guns every now and then. They  
fire slowly so avoid the first shot and then jump over it. Just do that to  
every sentry gun and kill the enemies in this surprisingly easy round. 
                                                                                
At the very end of the train, you will enter a different screen to fight the  
boss. There are no background enemies so you are able to focus solely on the  
boss. There will be three destroyable guns in the middle of the helicopter with  
extra guns on the front and rear ends. It also fires cannons and a couple of  
soldiers will jump out of it from time to time. It is a really easy fight if  
you have the triple shot gun for it. Don't bother aiming for each individual  
gun in the middle, just do a lot of damage to it quickly to bring it down. Move  
to the right when he is destroyed to finish this round. 
________________________________________ 
                                                                                
   Round 5 - Afghan ! 
________________________________________ 
                                                                                
Move to the right watching the background for enemies and guns as usual. Kill a  



couple of enemies and break the top left of the first set of boxes to get a gun  
upgrade. Right after you climb the higher platform, break the top box for  
another gun upgrade. Keep moving to the right and break the top left box of the  
last set of boxes. Climb the ladder there and kill the soldiers you meet along  
the way. Break the top right of the left set of boxes at the top for another  
weapon upgrade. Continue to the right while killing enemies when you reach the  
top of the ladder. 
                                                                                
When you reach the hole, go down it and press Down+A to jump through the  
platform you're on until you reach the bottom. Continue to the right and watch  
the statues in the background. They will shoot shots of their heads toward you.  
When you reach the high platform, you will see a couple of boxes just before  
it. Break the top left one for a gun upgrade. Continue to the right while  
killing just a couple of soldiers but avoiding a lot of guns in the background.  
After a while, you will finally reach the boss. 
                                                                                
You will notice this boss have a lot of orbs floating around him. He will fire  
random shots out of it toward you. Every now and then, you will also see three  
white orbs appear in front of him. They will spiral outward in all directions.  
Avoid both of those attacks as he just floats around the top portion of the  
screen. Keep firing away at him until he dies and run off the screen to the  
right to finish off this round.  
________________________________________ 
                                                                                
   Round 6 - Shatol ! 
________________________________________ 
                                                                                
Move to the right and break the top left box of the first set of boxes you see  
for a weapon upgrade. Keep going to the right and kill the enemies while  
watching the background. You will see a box hanging on a chain, it contains a  
weapon upgrade. You can also break the higher of the first box almost directly  
under that one for another weapon upgrade. Break the right most lower box for  
another gun upgrade in the next set of boxes. The platforms will rise pretty  
high and go back down again. Break the top left box when you reach the lowest  
platform again for another gun upgrade. There isn't much else to this round, so  
keep moving to the right until you reach the boss. 
                                                                                
This boss moves from side to side along the top portion of the screen. You will  
see machine guns on the far left and right sides. It will also have smaller  
undestructable machine guns on the top corners. That's just it for the machine  
guns. The top also features two cannons, all of which are aimed directly at  
you. Every now and then, it will also fire a shot that waves down to the bottom  
of the screen while moving side to side. You can destroy the side machine guns  
if you want. Just keep firing at the body of the space ship until it finally  
explodes. Run off the screen to the right to finish this round. 
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This FAQ/Walkthrough is copyrighted ｩ 2009 to Frank Grochowski. International   
Copyright laws protect this FAQ/Walkthrough. You cannot sell this               
FAQ/Walkthrough for a profit of any kind. You cannot reproduce this             
FAQ/Walkthrough in any way with out my written consent. You are however allowed 
to download this FAQ/Walkthrough for personal use. You can also post it on your 
web site as long as you give me full credit, don't change it in any way, and it 
is free. The latest version will always be found at:                            
                                                                                
http://www.GameFAQs.com                                                         
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